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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.
You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself any
direction you choose.
~Dr. Seuss

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning about our brains and how they
work. With your help, I can make my brain
stronger and smarter!
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate
Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

Read books with me
about learning:
• Your Fantastic, Elastic, Brain by
Joann Deak
• Oh, the Thinks You Can Think!
by Dr.Seuss
• How Rocket Learned to Read
by Tad Hills
• Jack’s Talent by
Maryann Cocca-Leffler
• Dream Big: Michael Jordan and
the Pursuit of Olympic Gold by
Deloris Jordan

• “You did it! You’re getting
smarter.”
• “Learning makes your brain
smarter.”
• “You just haven’t learned that
YET.”

Learn
Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: My Brain
What? Celebrate growth mindset
moments.
Why? To encourage a growth
mindset by teaching your child
that their brain gets stronger and
smarter through their effort and
learning.
How? Celebrate growth mindset
moments by adding neurons
(stickers or drawing stars) to the
brain to symbolize your child’s
brain growth (neuroplasticity).
For example, add a neuron to
the brain when your child learns
something new, works hard,
practices a new skill, takes on
a challenge, learns from their
mistake, or solves a problem.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning ways to make our brains
stronger and smarter.

It is better to know how to learn
than to know.
~Dr. Seuss

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate
Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

Read books with me
about growing and
changing:
• Do You Know Which Ones Will
Grow? by Susan A. Shea
• A Color of His Own by Leo
Lionni
• The Very Hungry Caterpillar by
Eric Carle
• Waiting for Wings by Lois
Ehlert
• Not A Box by Antoinette Portis
• Oh, the Places You’ll Go! by
Dr. Seuss
• The North Star by Peter H.
Reynolds

• “You can get smarter.”
• “You can learn how to do this.”
• “Let’s read this book together
so our brains will get smarter.”

Learn

Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Portfolios
What? Portfolio
Why? To demonstrate your
child’s learning and growth
over time.
How? Collect your child’s
artifacts (e.g., reflections,
photos, work samples, projects,
assessments, quote journals,
growth charts) within a folder/
binder/scrapbook and invite
your child to tell you about their
learning. Use the next page as a
cover page for the portfolio.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning about our five senses and how
using multiple senses at the same time helps
us learn.
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

You’ll miss the best things if you
keep your eyes shut.
~Dr. Seuss

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate

Learn

Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

Read books with me
about our five senses:
• Birds by Kevin Henkes
• The Listening Walk by Paul
Showers
• Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What
Do You See? by Eric Carle
• Listen to My Trumpet by
Mo Willems
• The Hidden Alphabet by Laura
Vaccaro Seeger
• I Stink by Kate McMullan
• Seven Blind Mice by Ed Young

• “You’re learning with all of your
senses.”
• “You’re using your ears AND
your eyes to learn how to
do that.”
• “When you learn with all of
your senses, your brain gets
smarter.”

Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Sensory Walk
What? A mindful walk.
Why? To engage the senses and
foster observation, mindfulness,
and visualization.
How? During the walk, invite
your child to engage their senses.
Ask: What do you see? Hear?
Smell? Feel? Use the Sensory Log
on the next page.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.
Today you are you, that is truer
than true. There is no one alive
that is youer than you.
~Dr. Seuss

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning how to understand ourselves
better. We are also learning ways to take care of
ourselves and our brains.
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate

Read books with me
about myself and how to
take care of me and my
brain:
• Little Oink by Amy Krouse
Rosenthal
• The Mixed-up Chameleon by
Eric Carle
• Zero by Kathryn Otoshi
• My Many Colored Days by
Dr. Seuss
• I Like Myself by Karen
Beaumont
• Thunder Boy Jr. by Sherman
Alexie
• Eating the Alphabet by
Lois Ehlert
• The Sleepy Little Alphabet by
Judy Sierra

•
•
•
•
•
•

Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:
• “Getting enough sleep takes
care of your brain.”
• “Taking a break takes care of
your brain.”
• “Getting exercise takes care of
your brain.”
• “Sounds (looks) like your brain
may need to take a break.”

Learn
Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Journaling and
Brain Breaks
What? Brain breaks.
Why? To take care of our brains.
How? Invite your child to take
a Brain Break as needed (do
volcano breaths, turn on soft
music, read them a book aloud,
sit and listen to the quiet,
journal).
What? Writing in journals.
Why? To provide your child
an opportunity for written
expression.
How? Invite your child to draw
and/or write in a “journal.” Use
the Breakfast Log as a journal
prompt to think about healthy
food choices.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Be who you are and say what
you feel. Because those who
mind don’t matter and those
who matter don’t mind.
~Dr. Seuss

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning how to learn, work, play, and
grow together.

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate

Learn

Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

Read books with me
about learning, playing,
and working together:
• The Giving Tree by Shel
Silverstein
• Gracias! Thanks! by Pat Mora
• Duck! Rabbit! by Amy Krouse
Rosenthal
• You Will Be My Friend by
Peter Brown
• Whoever You Are by Mem Fox
• Being Friends by Karen
Beaumont
• One by Kathryn Otoshi
• Should I Share My Ice Cream?
by Mo Willems
• My Friends by Taro Gomi

• “You are listening to learn.”
• “What are you learning?”
• “Let’s learn something new
together.”
• “You and _______ are working
together to learn how to do
that.”
• “Thank you for listening.”

Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Listen to Learn
What? Quote journal.
Why? To model listening to
learn and to document and share
your child’s learning, thoughts,
feelings, and ideas.
How? On a regular basis record
your child’s quotes in a Quote
Journal and share the quotes
with them. Invite your child to
illustrate their quotes using the
graphic organizer on the next
page.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

“

Think and wonder, wonder and think.
~Dr. Seuss

“

Dear Family,

We are learning how to learn something new and
that learning something new makes our brains
stronger and smarter.
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate

Read books with me
about learning something
new, working hard, and
practicing:
• Today I Will Fly by Mo Willems
• Red Knit Cap Girl by Naoko
Stoop
• Chopsticks by Amy Krouse
Rosenthal
• What Do You Do With a Tail
Like This? by Steve Jenkins
• Everyone Can Learn to Ride a
Bicycle by Chris Raschka
• How to Teach a Slug to Read by
Susan Pearson

Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:
• “Thank you for asking that
question.”
• “What do you want to practice
today?”
• “You just learned how
to_______ and your brain got
stronger.”

Learn

Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Questionology
What? Asking questions.
(Question of the day/week)
Why? To engage your child in
discussion and/or the inquiry
process.
How? Use your child’s questions/
wonders (Quote Journal) or
questions/wonders from other
resources (Internet, books) to
prompt discussions and/or an
inquiry project. Use the graphic
organizer on the next page to
engage your child in action.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

Unless someone like you cares
a whole awful lot, nothing is
going to get better. It’s not.
~Dr. Seuss

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning how to solve problems and how
learning to solve problems makes our brains
stronger and smarter.
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate
Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

Read books with me
about problem solving:
• Rose’s Garden by Peter H.
Reynolds
• 365 Penguins by Jean-Luc
Fromental
• If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
by Laura Numeroff
• Swimmy by Leo Lionni
• Red and Yellow’s Noisy Night
by Josh Selig
• What Do You Do With a
Problem? by Kobi Yamada
• Are You Ready to Play Outside?
by Mo Willems
• Stuck by Oliver Jeffers

• “How can we solve this
problem?”
• “Let’s solve this problem
together and grow some
neurons.”
• “Sounds like it’s problemsolving time.”

Learn

BIG
K
BOO
OF

M
BLE
PRO ING
SOLV EGIES
AT
STR

Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Problem-Solving
Meeting
What? A problem-solving
“conversation.”
Why? To provide your child an
opportunity to solve problems
and apply problem-solving
strategies.

PLAN

PRO
BL
SOL EMVI
TOO NG
LKI
T

How? When a problem (e.g.,
disagreement with sibling,
friend) presents itself, prompt a
“Problem-Solving Meeting” using
the graphic organizer on the next
page to guide your conversation.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

“

Dear Family,

The more that you read, the
more things you will know. The
more that you learn, the more
places you’ll go!
~Dr. Seuss

“

We are learning to take on “just right”
challenges, and when we do our brains get
stronger and smarter.
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Provide opportunities for me to:
• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

Celebrate

Learn

Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

• Courage by Bernard Waber
• Martin’s Big Words by Doreen
Rappaport
• Rosie Revere, Engineer by
Andrea Beaty
• The Most Magnificent Thing
by Ashley Spires
• The Very Busy Spider by Eric
Carle
• Can I Play Too? by Mo Willems
• Wild About Books by Judy
Sierra
• Flight of the Dodo by Peter
Brown

• “Even when it got hard, you
didn’t give up. You were
persistent.”
• “I can see you worked hard on
that.”
• “Let’s try something a little
harder so we can grow your
brain power.”

M
A
10 TH
1

Read books with
me about courage,
persistence, and taking
on challenges:

SENTEN

CES

Let’s do this learning
routine together at home:
Prefrontal Cortex Time
What? Play (Prefrontal Cortex
Time)
Why? To provide opportunities
for your child to be in their
learning zone (play) and
strengthen their prefrontal
cortex.
How? Provide your child multiple
opportunities to play. Use the
reflection on the next page to
record your observations of your
child playing or invite your child
to record their reflections.

Sincerely,
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The more you learn today, the smarter you are tomorrow.

“

“

Dear Family,

We are learning to celebrate our mistakes as
opportunities to learn and grow! When we learn from
our mistakes our brains get stronger and smarter.
Here’s what you can do to help me learn:

Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile
because it happened.
~Dr. Seuss

Provide opportunities for me to:

Read books with me
about optimism and
learning from mistakes:
• Beautiful Oops! by Barney
Saltzberg
• A Good Day by Kevin Henkes
• It’s Okay to Make Mistakes by
Todd Parr
• Ish by Peter H. Reynolds
• This Plus That by Amy Krouse
Rosenthal
• Perfect Square by Michael Hall

Learn from my mistakes and try again
Solve problems
Struggle a little bit when I am learning
Teach you about what I am learning
Talk about what I am learning
Use multiple senses at the same time to learn
something (e.g., draw, explain, demonstrate, act out)
• Play

• “Great! You made a mistake.
Now let’s learn from it.”
• “Mistakes give us information
to help us learn.”
• “I can see you learned
from your mistake and did
something different this time.”

er

Celebrate growth
mindset moments
and give me growth
mindset feedback and
encouragement, like:

Learn
s

Celebrate

a

Read

•
•
•
•
•
•

er

• Learn something new
• Work hard and put forth effort
• Practice new skills
• Talk about how I am feeling and work through my
“big emotions”
• Persist when something gets hard for me and
encourage me to try different strategies
• Take on challenges

Let’s do this learning
routine together at
home: Turn My MisTAKE
Into a TAKE-Away
What? Identify mistakes as
learning opportunities.
Why? To use mistakes to learn
and grow.
How? Invite your child to drop a
yellow bead/pom pom (or other
yellow object) into a jar every
time they identify a mistake and
learn from it—”I’m turning my
lemon (mistake) into lemonade.”
Use the graphic organizer on the
next page to engage your child
in dialogue about learning from
mistakes.

Sincerely,
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Other Mindset Works® Programs
Mindset Works®’ programs help students and educators become more motivated
and effective learners.

Brainology® for Schools is a blended
learning curriculum that teaches
students how to develop a growth
mindset. The program includes online
animated instructional units as well as
offline classroom activities. Brainology®
for Schools also comes with a Spanish
language option: Brainology® en Español!

Brainology® for Home is a blended
learning curriculum that teaches students
how to develop a growth mindset. The
program includes online animated
instructional units as well as offline
activities.

This online Professional Development
course for teachers provides tools and
resources needed to shift teachers’
practice and cultivate a growth mindset
culture of teaching and learning within
their classroom.

Growing Early Mindsets™ (GEM™) is an
early learning curriculum designed to
integrate growth mindset into the PreK-3
classroom.

Mindset Works® SchoolKit is a suite of
resources (including Brainology® for
Schools, MindsetMakerTM, and LeaderKitTM)
developed to cultivate a growth mindset
school culture. It contains tools for
administrators, teachers, and students to
learn, teach, and live the growth mindset.

Our professional learning specialists
deliver engaging, high-quality talks
and workshops to help your school or
district learn how to cultivate a growth
mindset culture. Using reflection,
discussion, activities, games, videos,
and practical tools and resources, we
can promise an interactive session that
has lasting impact for both immediate
and future change.

The LeaderKit™ is a valuable resource for
school leaders to use to help foster a growth
mindset across a school. When leaders
model a growth mindset, it sets the stage for
all stakeholders to follow.

Learn more about Mindset Works® programs at:

www.mindsetworks.com

